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SUMMARY 
The flow environment surrounding the Saturn IB SA-201 vehicle is dominated by 
regions of separaied fiow in the transonic ?via& number range. The highly nm-hear 
loadings resulting from flow separation coupled with the modal deflections of a long 
flexible vehicle as the SA-201 have a dominant influence upon vehicle dynamics. A 
quasi-steady method requiring an experimental static load distribution a s  inplt has 
been used in analysis of the SA-201 vehicle to obtain the aerodynamic damping for the 
first three bendmg modes. The analytical results indicate that the SA-201 vehicle is 
aerodynamically damped over the critical Mach number range (0.8 5 M 5 2.0) and 
therefore is expected to be damped over the entire ascent Mach number range. 
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NOTATION 
2 force coefficient = Force/pm (um/2)S 
Mach number 
generalized mass (kg - sec2/m) 
2 pressure @g/m ) 
dynamic pressure (kg/m2) 
-caFnvnllc.cI L CLCl CUCU I€ag?il (6.5278 El for Saturii-fB w-201) 
reference area = ?rD &F/4 (m2) 
angle of attack (deg or  radian) 
density (kg-sec2/m4) 
free-free bending frequency ( r a d i d s e c )  
velocity (m/sec) 
average velocity (m/sec) 
equivalent spike deflection angle (deg or radian) 
rotation angle (deg o r  radian) 
Subscripts 
m pitching moment (kg-m) 
N normal force (kg) 
S separated flow 
00 undishrbed flow 
Super scripts 
i induced, e. g. , AiCN = separation induced normal force 
coefficient 
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Section 1 
INTRODU C TION 
The present study of the Saturn JB SA-201 vehicle has been conducted in support of the 
&brirn Fiqg-am ii; py-j~id% & ~ @ g  &zac&ris;%cs; f ~ r  in&i~;id~si fQ$t cecf@Lrg- 
tions as required. The resuits presented herem provide the damping cnaracreristics, 
in percent of critical, for the Saturn E3 SA-201 launch vehicle. As is characteristic 
of the Saturn IB series, SA-201 is a long flexible vehicle over which large regions of 
separated flow exist in the transonic Mach number range. The highly nonlinear aero- 
dynamic loads resulting from flow separation are known to considerably influence the 
damping characteristics of such vehicles. A quasi-steady analytical method, described 
in Ref. 1, which includes the effects of separated flow has been applied in the present 
study to determine the SA-201 damping. The following section, in two parts, describes 
the static aerodynamic loads used in the quasi-steady analysis and contains a discussion 
of the damping results for the SA-201 vehicle. 
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Section 2 
SATURN IB SA-201 ANALYSIS 
2 . 1  STATIC AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
~~ 
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1 
A s  is characteristic of the Saturn IB series vehicles, the Apouo payioaci is responsive 
for the major effects of flow separation on the SA-201 vehicle. (See Fig. 2-1. ) The 
escape-rocket wake represents the most prominent single region of flow separation 
Furthermore, due to the large modal deflections occurring a t  the forward portion of the 
vehicle, the Apollo-payload has a significant influence on the vehicle damping. Subse- 
quently, the analytic and ewr imen ta l  effort was in great part directed toward obtaining 
an accurate description of the loading over the Apollo-payload portion of the vehicle. 
The static aerodynamic load characteristics for SA-201, presented in Appendix A, cor- 
respond to the Saturn-IB characteristics presented in Ref. 2. A small difference in 
length of the lunar excursion module, on the order of 2 .5  percent, has no measureable 
effect on the static load characteristics and thus the inclusion of the results of the 
Saturn-If3 analysis is expedient. Within the Saturn-IB analysis, pressure data were 
correlated with segmented force data such that the magnitudes of the ill-defined negative 
load peaks were varied until agreement with force data was achieved for both normal 
force and center of pressure. Experimental data used in the analysis were obtained 
from Refs. 3 through 16. Excellent agreement between summed, lumped force distribu- 
tions and overall force data for SA-201 is shown in Fig. 2-2. 
2 . 2  AERODYNAMIC DAMPING ANALYSIS 
The damping derivatives obtained as a result of the quasi-steady analysis may be con- 
fidently discussed by considering the geometric and elastic characteristics of the 
vehicle in relation to the loadings generated by the surrounding flow. The static load 
2-1 
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distribution provides a knowledge of the location and magnitude of the important non- 
linear loads resulting from flow separation. 
tics of the vehicle constitute the primary factors influencing the equivalent damping 
distribution resulting from the quasi-steady analysis. 
This coupled with the modal characteris- 
The SA-201 damping, as in the case of the Saturn-IB of Ref. 2, is most heavily 
influenced by the Apollo command module. 
occur for this portion of the vehicle. As  seen in Fig. 2-3 the damping curves at 
Q! = 0' for Saturn-IB and SA-201 are  very similar for all three bending modes. In 
the first mode SA-201 exhibits slightly smaller command module deflections causing 
the damping to fall below that of the Saturn-ZB. 
relate primarily to the smaller critical damping factor, -pUsoS/4wG , for the SA-201 
vehicle. 
were taken from Refs. 17 and 18. The results of the SA-201 analysis a re  indicated in 
Fig. 2-4 which presents the damping in percent of critical for 0, 4 and 8 degrees angle- 
of-attack, In all cases SA-201 exhibits positive damping characteristics indicating 
that the vehicle is dynamically stable. 
Large loadings and large modal deflections 
Second and third mode differences 
The modal characteristics and trajectory information used in the analysis 
2- 2 
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Section 3 
CONCLUSIONS 
The Saturn-IB SA-201 vehicle has been sludied using a quasi-steady analysis to deter- 
mine he damping &;irackri&ics. i*esdts h-L&czte h\& M-201 is ~ ~ y & ~ ~ ~ ~ f i J v  
damped over the critical Mach number range (. 8 5 M 5 2.0) for the first three bending 
modes. It may be concluded that the vehicle will be damped throughout atmospheric 
ascent. 
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Appendix A 
DOCUMENTATION OF SA-201 LUMPED LOADS 
The a = 0' , lumped load representation used in computing lhe SA-201 damping is 
documented in this ApLDendix, Figure A-1 r e l a t ~ e  the hmped back tc &e g e r e r d  
fi-231 force &tzib-utiGrl. ZG*, 'leal iiid-uced lump& ar.e pi"ii& in Figs. A-1 
through A-4, and their centers of pressure appear in Fig. A-5. Figure A-6 presents 
the local and induced axial force moments on the command module and interstage 
flares, and Fig. A-7 shows the velocity ratios for each of the separated regions. 
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ADDENDUM 
Analysis of the Saturn IB SA-202 Launch Vehicle 
The results of the SA-202 damping analysis a re  presented herein as an addendum to 
LMSC report M-37-65-2. 
structural characteristics of the Saturn IB vehicle between the flight vehicles SA-201 
and SA-202, both the aerodynamic characteristics, presented in Appendix A, and the 
structural characteristics documented in Ref. 17 and 18 for SA-201 vehicle apply as 
well to the SA-202 vehicle. The launch trajectory data, secured from Ref. 19, has 
been used in the calculation of the damping characteristics presented (in percent of 
critical) in Fig. 1 of this addendum. It is observed from the quasi-steady method 
that perturbations in launch trajectory will affect only the relative magnitude of the 
damping and will not change the sign. This is confirmed by the results in Fig. 1-ADD 
which predict positive damping for the SA-202 which is characteristically similar to the 
SA-201. 
atmospheric ascent. 
Since there have been no changes in the configuration or the 
It is concluded that the SA-202 vehicle will be dynamically stable throughout 
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